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AT THE TOP OF THE BOTTOM LINE
In March of 2018, President Donald Trump passed a bill that will fund the federal government
for the remainder of the current fiscal year. The bill included the most substantial Department
of Defense budget in history – $700 billion.
The Department of Defense celebrated the bill. Our mission, after all, is dependent on our
financial resources. Still, Secretary of Defense James Mattis implored the Nation’s military to
spend judiciously. “I need your help to establish a culture of performance where results and
accountability matter on every expenditure,” he said. “I need your commitment to exercise
the utmost degree of financial stewardship as you instill budget discipline within your
organizations.”
In the United States Army Reserve, we usually refer to “sustainability” as the continued
availability and accessibility of our natural resources – energy, water, land and air. But,
“sustainability” can certainly apply to our financial resources as well, and we are very proud
to be faithful custodians of all of our vital assets.
Through our sustainability programs, the Army Reserve is investing in cutting-edge
initiatives that will increase the efficiency of our facilities and decrease the cost of our
operations. We are leveraging unique financing opportunities such as Energy Savings
Performance Contracts, Energy Resilience and Conservation Investment Programs, and
Installation Technology Transition Program grants that will bolster our energy and water
security and build valuable partnerships with our stakeholders. And, we are streamlining our
processes with innovative methods, such as the Status Tool for Environmental Programs, to
justify and manage project funding, so our dollars are allocated to our most critical mission
needs.
Secretary Mattis said, “It’s our responsibility in the military to spend every dollar wisely
in order to maintain the trust and confidence of the American people.” The Army Reserve
will heed Secretary Mattis’ words, but to ensure our resilience and readiness, we must
maintain the trust and confidence of the American people today as well as the American
people of future generations. To do so, we will integrate sustainable practices such as energy
conservation, water conservation and waste reduction into every aspect of our battle rhythm.
We literally cannot afford to fail.
Ultimately, sustainability will create a culture of conservation among our Soldiers, Civilians
and Families. By reducing our consumption and our costs, we can create an Army Reserve
that is not only (as our Chief of Army Reserve, Lieutenant General Charles D. Luckey, would
say) “capable, combat-ready and lethal,” but economically feasible, too.
Enjoy this issue of Soldiers for Sustainability!
Paul Wirt, Chief of Army Reserve Sustainability Programs
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ARMY WORLD WATER DAY MESSAGE
On World Water Day, March 22, 2018, we recognize water as a fundamental element to the
readiness and resilience of our Army. Soldiers, Civilians, Families and theircommunities rely
on water to accomplish their missions and carry out their daily lives. This year’s theme of
‘Nature for Water’ provides an opportunity to highlight the great efforts made by Army
Installations across the United States to support and protect Army missions through
responsible management of natural water. ‘Nature for Water’ focuses on using natural systems
to address local and regional water challenges through green infrastructure, such as bioswales
and green roofs.
The Army’s natural water systems are integral tools to improve water quality and increase water
security. As a result, several Army Installations use green infrastructure to reap the benefits of
available natural water.
Tobyhanna Army Depot, Pennsylvania has installed over 108,000 square feet of green roofs,
reducing water runoff, increasing energy efficiency and extending overall roof life. Joint Base
Lewis-McChord, Washington enjoys the benefits of installed rain gardens, reducing standing
water and filtering storm water. Fort Belvoir, Virginia maintains several bioswales that recharge
groundwater, provide habitat to wildlife and improve water quality.
As the Army moves forward, we will continue to recognize the importance of natural water
systems to overall water security and resilience. Further information on individual Installation
natural water efforts are displayed in our World Water Day 2018 poster.
Jordan Gillis
Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army - Installations, Energy And Environment

SOCIALIZE WITH US!
SUSTAINABLEUSAR.COM
FACEBOOK.COM/SUSTAINABLEUSAR
TWITTER.COM/SUSTAINABLEUSAR @SUSTAINABLEUSAR
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Since the 1970s, the United States Army has joined the Nation in celebrating
Earth Day. Army Earth Day is an opportunity to renew our commitment to sound
environmental stewardship of the lands entrusted to us – the lands where our
Soldiers, Families and Civilians train, live and work.
Our Installations are critical training resources. We must maintain and conserve those
resources to ensure that the Army is ready and capable of accomplishing its
warfighting mission now and into the future.
The Army is a leader among federal agencies in protecting, conserving and
restoring the environment. Our participation in Army Earth Day aims to inspire
awareness and appreciation of the environment and how it sustains our
warfighting readiness mission. The United States Army Environmental Command
supports Installations, Soldiers and their Families in celebrating Army Earth Day by
providing a Go -To Guide. It provides Army personnel with how -to information for
planning an event, assembling a team, tapping into resources and volunteers, and
suggesting activities.
As we commemorate Earth Day 2018, I encourage you to participate in Army Earth
Day events and take an active role in sustaining the environment for a secure future.
The security of our Nation is vital and is directly enhanced by the Army’s
meticulous stewardship of environmental resources. By making the right choices
today, our Army will remain the world’s premier military force into the future.
Jordan Gillis
Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army - Installations, Energy and Environment

HOT OFF THE PRESS
The 2017 Army Reserve Sustainability Annual
Report is here!
We celebrated FIVE YEARS of sustainability in
2017, and our Annual Report features many
of our exciting accomplishments.
Read about our success stories in energy,
water, solid waste and environmental quality,
and learn about sustainability’s vital role in
conserving natural resources and enhancing
mission resilience.
Visit sustainableusar.com now!
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ARMY RESERVE SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMS
DELIVER ANNUAL COMMAND BRIEF
The United States Army Reserve Sustainability Programs Branch delivered their annual
command brief to Jordan Gillis, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations,
Energy and the Environment, on February 14, 2018.
The presentation covered the Army Reserve’s accomplishments in energy, water, solid waste
management and environmental quality in fiscal year 2017 and defined a ‘path forward’
for the future. Featured projects included Integrated Strategic and Sustainability Planning,
energy and water security investments, and awareness initiatives.
The brief lauded the Command’s achievements. Notably, the enterprise achieved a 17.7
percent reduction in energy use intensity in fiscal year 2017, compared to the fiscal year 2015
baseline. The reduction translates into a cost avoidance of over $6 million, or the cost of nine
named training missions. The Army Reserve has also reduced its water use intensity by 43
percent, compared to the 2007 baseline.
According to Paul Wirt, Chief of Army Reserve Sustainability Programs, the Command’s
sustainability initiatives have been successful because the Army Reserve focuses on ‘true’
sustainability. “The Army Reserve maintains comprehensive and integrated strategies for
every program through execution plans that establish a systematic, deliberate path to
success,” he explained. Wirt also praised a dedicated staff and an engaged field, referring to
their “passion and commitment to make the Army Reserve the very best it can be.”
In the years to come, readiness and mission resilience will be the primary focus of Army
Reserve sustainability efforts. Wirt sees the future as an opportunity to incorporate
sustainable practices holistically across the entire Command. “We want to achieve a
conservation mindset, reduce consumption, increase cost avoidance, harness new
technology, meet federal reduction standards and become Net Zero wherever
possible,” Wirt said. “But, our top priority is to posture our critical facilities for energy and water
security and independence. Ultimately, we need to operate for long periods of time – if not
indefinitely – off the grid so that the Army Reserve can best mobilize, train and deploy our
Nation’s fighting force today, tomorrow and forever.”
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INTERIOR LIGHTING CAMPAIGN HONORS
88TH READINESS DIVISION
The United States Department of Energy has lauded the United States Army Reserve’s 88th
Readiness Division with two Interior Lighting Campaign awards.
The Interior Lighting Campaign is a recognition and guidance program that encourages
participants to improve lighting systems – specifically troffer, high bay, low bay and
suspended linear lighting systems and controls – in their efforts to conserve energy and
bolster the energy efficiency of their facilities.
As of February 2018, Interior Lighting Campaign participants have planned or completed
improvements to 1.6 million lighting systems estimated to save $28 million in electricity costs
and 227 million kilowatt hours of power annually.
The Army Reserve’s four Readiness Divisions and Mission Support Command are among
nearly 70 participants in the Interior Lighting Campaign, which also includes cities,
universities, retail companies and health care providers.
The 88th Readiness Division was one of 13 participating agencies to receive Interior Lighting
Campaign honors during this year’s award cycle.

story continues on the following page
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BRIGHT IDEAS
story continued from the previous page
The Colonel P. Schulstad Army Reserve Center in Arlington Heights, Illinois received an award
for Highest Percentage of Annual Energy Savings for Troffer Lighting Retrofits in a Large
Project. Energy efficient light emitting diodes, or LEDs, replaced T-8 fluorescent lamps in
1,225 troffers in the facility. The improvements reduced energy use by 231,000 kilowatt hours,
or 72 percent, for an estimated annual cost avoidance of $16,200.
The First Lieutenant Robert L. Poxon Army Reserve Center in Southfield, Michigan received
an award for Highest Percentage of Annual Energy Savings for Troffer Lighting Retrofits in a
Medium Project. There, LEDs replaced fluorescent lamps in 94 troffers. Improvements
reduced energy use by 15,000 kilowatt hours, or 63 percent, for an estimated annual cost
avoidance of $1,800.
Contractors also installed occupancy sensors throughout both facilities. The 88th Readiness
Division estimates that the sensors contribute nearly 25 percent of the energy use reductions
in the Army Reserve Centers.
“We predict that [these projects] will have significant impacts on our annual energy use
intensity,” said Chris Jackson, Energy Manager at the 88th Readiness Division.
Improvements to the lighting systems at these and other Army Reserve Centers will offer
additional benefits to the 88th Readiness Division as well. LEDs have longer lives than
fluorescent lamps, so they will be replaced less frequently. Thus, they will reduce
maintenance demands at the facilities, and they will lessen disruptions to the structures and
their occupants. They will also generate less waste. Overall, the projects will support the
holistic integration of sustainability into the ‘battle rhythm’ of the enterprise.
Energy is vital to every mission in the Army Reserve. With its efforts to improve the
efficiency of its Army Reserve Centers, the 88th Readiness Division is contributing to the
Command’s energy conservation goals and protecting the critical resources that ensure our
readiness.

For more information about the United States Department of Energy’s Interior Lighting
Campaign, visit interiorlightingcampaign.org.

ENERGY CONSERVATION TIP

Many electronics and appliances generate heat, but even in
the midst of warm weather, you don’t have to lose your cool!
• Do not place heat-generating electronics and appliances
such as lamps and televisions near thermostats. They can
‘trick’ your thermostat, causing your climate control system
to run continuously.
• Run heat-generating electronics and appliances in the early
morning or the late evening, when temperatures are down.
• Choose energy efficient appliances, such as Energy Star or
Federal Energy Management Program -designated models.
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The Directorate of Public Works at Fort Buchanan, Puerto Rico has installed the Army’s first
solar powered rainwater harvesting system designed to treat water to potable standards.
The system can provide all of the annual water needs at the Installation’s Welcome Center
with minimal maintenance, independent of municipal energy and water utilities beyond Fort
Buchanan’s fence line. The Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management’s
innovative Installation Technology Transition Program grant funded the project, which will
contribute to the readiness and resilience of critical Army Reserve facilities.
More to come about this project in a future issue of SOLDIERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
magazine!

LEAVING THE PAPER TRAIL
The United States Army Reserve is committed to reducing our consumption of paper. To
that end, Colonel Marshall Banks, Director of the Army Reserve Installation Management
Directorate, has signed the United States Army Reserve Paper Reduction Policy.
The Army Reserve Paper Reduction Policy states that “the Army Reserve shall implement
cost- effective paper reduction and print management methods ... to achieve federal,
Department of Defense and Army goals.” The policy supports Executive Orders 13589
(Promoting Efficient Spending) and 13693 (Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next
Decade), the Department of Defense Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan, and
numerous Army directives regarding printing, copying and purchasing. Soldiers, Civilians
and contractors at all Installations, Readiness Divisions and the Mission Support Command
are required to adhere to the Army Reserve Paper Reduction Policy.
The full policy is available at sustainableusar.com/PaperReductionPolicy.
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FOOD (WASTE) FOR THOUGHT
Tyrone Cook, Army Reserve Solid Waste Program Coordinator, contributed to a March 2018
Waste360 article on food waste diversion opportunities in the Army.
Giselle Rodriguez, Program Manager with the United States Army Corps of Engineers’
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, said that food waste is a main component
of the waste stream at many Army Installations. But, this unfortunate trend has initiated
several innovative projects that are designed to reduce food waste at sites including Fort
Hood, Texas; Fort Jackson, South Carolina and Fort McCoy, Wisconsin.
Food waste dehydrators are among those technologies. Fort McCoy has invested in four
food dehydrators, which reduced the weight of the Installation’s food waste by over 70
percent in 2017.
“[The Army Reserve is] exploring opportunities to reuse the dry food waste, possibly in
sludge drying beds or as a nutrient land application,” said Cook. As a land application, the
waste would be tested and decontaminated.
Ultimately, the Army hopes to prevent food waste. The Army would like to address source
reduction, Rodriguez explained. Sustainable procurement and efficient meal planning
practices will be crucial as the Army strives to achieve that goal.

Waste360 offers educational opportunities to over 90,000 solid waste and recycling
professionals and provides information to sustainable communities worldwide. You can read
the story in its entirety HERE.

DID YOU KNOW ...
... that food waste has major environmental and economic impacts? About 40 percent of the
food in the United States is uneaten. Every American discards nearly 300 pounds of food
annually. A family of four wastes about $1500 on uneaten food every year. And, food waste is
the most common waste in landfills.
Learn how to reduce food waste at savethefood.com.
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Improving the natural environment at its facilities is a priority for the 63rd Readiness
Division. On November 22, 2017, the Command’s Environmental Division planted trees at
Sergeant James Witkowski Armed Forces Reserve Center at Moffett Field in Mountain View,
California. As a result of the efforts of the 63rd Readiness Division’s National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) team and Chief Warrant Officer 4 Timothy Conley, a group of volunteers
planted five donated oak trees around the facility. Dr. Reay Dick, a retired Navy Captain,
organized the volunteers, retrieved the trees from a local non - profit nursery and, along with
his family, planted the trees.
Rebecca Meyer, Natural Resources Program Manager, inspected the condition of the trees
and advised on their placement based on the Force Terrorism /Force Protection guidelines at
the facility. Former NEPA Program Manager Wendy Greene, Environmental Intern Sean Cozo
and Environmental Associate Leah Kohler supervised and assisted with the planting of the
trees, which will enhance the facility’s natural environment and provide shade, beauty and a
home for local wildlife.

SURFING THE AIR WAVES
KCBX FM, Central Coast Public Radio, has created a series of podcasts featuring Fort Hunter
Liggett, California’s mission, history and environmental conservation efforts.
Installation Energy Manager Greg Vallery offered an interview on Fort Hunter Liggett’s Net
Zero Energy and Waste initiatives, including three megawatts of solar photovoltaic energy
and a waste-to -energy gasifier demonstration project. Vallery said that Fort Hunter Liggett
hopes to inspire energy conservation and waste reduction efforts across the Department of
Defense and beyond.
Cultural Resources Program Manager Lisa Cipolla discussed
the post’s Hacienda, a historic property. Famed architect Julia
Morgan designed the Mission Revival style structure in the 1930’s
for American businessman William Randolph Hearst. According
to Cipolla, Morgan and Hearst were aware of local environmental
threats such as wildfires and earthquakes, so they constructed the
Hacienda sustainably, to withstand natural disasters. The Army
purchased the Hacienda in 1940. Originally, the Hacienda served
as Fort Hunter Liggett’s post headquarters, and it now serves as
a hotel. In the podcast, host Tom Wilmer said that the Hacienda
“is intact, very much as it was in the 1930’s, because – in part – of
the United States Army.” “We value [the Hacienda],” Cipolla added.
“[Its longevity] is a testament to its greatness.”
Fort Hunter Liggett’s Garrison Commander, Colonel Kerry Norman,
praised the Installation’s environmental programs and teams, and
she discussed her own affinity for the unique natural beauty of the
post, calling it “one of California’s best secrets.”

WANT TO HEAR MORE?
Listen to the full Fort Hunter Liggett podcasts on KCBX FM’s
website, http://kcbx.org/term/fort-hunter-liggett.
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VESSELS FOR EDUCATION
The 88th Readiness Division hosted a Hazardous Waste and Environmental Compliance
training course at Pier 23 in Tacoma, Washington.
Pier 23 has an Area Maintenance Support Activity that performs maintenance on the variety
of vessels docked there.
Attendees included personnel from Pier 23 and other locations in Washington, Oregon
and Missouri. The interactive class covered the day -to - day management of hazardous
wastes; petroleums, oils and lubricants; recycling practices; spill response methods; and
other environmental topics. The class also enjoyed a guided vessel tour that addressed
environmental issues faced at the pier when the vessels are underway. Participants
from land -based units compared this unique perspective to other facilities and found many
of the same challenges.

A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
The Army Reserve Installation Management Directorate (ARIMD) at the Office of the
Chief of Army Reserve and United States Army Reserve Command hosted Status Tool for
Environmental Program (STEP) training for 44 Installation, Readiness Division and Mission
Support Command environmental personnel at Rudder Army Reserve Center in San Antonio,
Texas in March of 2018.
STEP training covered Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution (PPBE) processes;
Army Reserve PPBE roles and responsibilities; and the Army’s use of data calls to identify
and analyze Environmental Quality Program requirements. Participants practiced the use of
STEP to define and justify environmental quality requirements for ARIMD review, and they
reviewed STEP’s data reporting and analysis tools to enhance their management skills. The
course emphasized that environmental quality requirements must be justified based upon
their support of mission readiness and resilience and not rely solely upon legal drivers.
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RUN DEEP

Scottish poet Alexander Smith said, “A man doesn’t plant a tree for himself. He plants it for
posterity.”
On the first Arbor Day in 1872, journalist J. Sterling Morton and thousands of pioneers
planted one million trees in the Nebraska Territory. Arbor Day is now observed throughout
the world, and the United States Army Reserve Command joined the tradition on March 16,
2018 with its inaugural Arbor Day Celebration at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
The Army Reserve depends on many critical, natural resources such as reliable energy, clean
water and accessible land – land on which we train our Soldiers, construct our Reserve
Centers and manage our habitats. A healthy environment contributes to mission readiness
and resilience. Trees, in particular, are vital to the environment and beneficial to the Army
Reserve. They reduce erosion and moderate temperature, and they filter pollutants from
our air and water. Well-placed trees can even reduce heating and cooling costs for our
facilities because they act as wind shields in the winter and provide shade in the summer.
Trees also increase our property values and enrich our communities. Furthermore, Arbor
Day is an opportunity for the Army Reserve to publicly acknowledge its important role in
and demonstrate its commitment to the preservation of Earth.
Major General Scottie D. Carpenter, Deputy Commanding General of the Army Reserve,
hosted the Arbor Day Celebration at Marshall Hall, Army Reserve Command’s headquarters
on Fort Bragg. Colonel Brian Griffin, Director of the Army Reserve Installation Management
Directorate at Army Reserve Command, opened the celebration on a clear, sun - filled day
under North Carolina’s distinctive blue sky. “Arbor Day serves as a reminder for all of us to be
aware of our environment and to try to reforest public and private land,” he said. Carpenter
recited the official Arbor Day Proclamation from the Arbor Day Foundation. “I do hereby
proclaim March 16, 2018 as Arbor Day at United States Army Reserve Command,” he read.
“I urge all citizens to celebrate Arbor Day and to support efforts to protect our trees and
woodlands. Further, I urge all citizens to plant trees to gladden the heart and promote the
well-being of this and future generations.”
Carpenter and Griffin then planted the Arbor Day tree – a maple tree – in the Marshall Hall
courtyard. The maple tree will complement the natural hydrology, or water management
features, of the Army Reserve Command’s campus. “[The Marshall Hall courtyard] holds a
lot of water, and maple trees prefer wet areas,” explained Lance Van Wormer, a landscaper at
Marshall Hall. Van Wormer said that the maple tree will enhance the site with its vivid color,
too. Culturally, maple trees represent balance, success, promise and abundance.
For the Army Reserve, the tree is indeed symbolic of the success that the Command has
achieved in sustainability thus far, as well as its promise to protect our planet for the
future. “Sometimes, we take our environment – and how we live in and coexist with our
environment – for granted,” Carpenter remarked. “[Arbor Day] is about more than just
planting a tree. This is about who we are. This is about our next generation, where we’re
going and what we will leave for them.”
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FEATURED STORY

STRONG ROOTS

ON THE GRID

A microgrid is on the drawing board at Fort Hunter Liggett, California, which expects to issue a solicitation in May
2018 for a contractor to build the $10 to $20 million facility.
The United States Army Corps of Engineers plans to issue a request for proposal on May 30 for the training post,
which is about 150 miles south of San Francisco. The government expects to award a firm -fixed price contract for
the design, construction and implementation of the system. The microgrid will be connected to the local utility,
Pacific Gas and Electric.
In accordance with the Army’s Energy Security and Sustainability Strategy, which highlights the importance of
resilience, the microgrid must offer a range of benefits. The post-wide microgrid will provide power when utility
services are unavailable and will propel Fort Hunter Liggett toward Net Zero Energy with the installation of solar
energy storage.
The Corps of Engineers intends to execute the competitive solicitation in two phases. Phase I will evaluate personnel
credentials, corporate qualifications and past performances. Those who pass Phase I will be invited to compete
for Phase II, which will address technical approaches, technical merits, cyber and risk management approaches,
management plans and schedules, capabilities, and subcontracting plans and management approaches. As
scheduled, bids will be due around June 30, 2018. The government expects to award a contract around November
30, 2018, with construction occurring over two years.

Story contributed by Elisa Wood, from the April 20, 2018 edition of Microgrid Knowledge
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POWER
TRIP

Professionals from the United States Army Reserve Installation Management Directorate
participated in the 2018 Sandhills Clean Energy Summit on March 9 and 10, 2018 near Fort
Bragg, North Carolina. Paul Wirt, Chief of Army Reserve Sustainability Programs, delivered
the key note speech. Heather Brown, Senior Sustainability Advisor, delivered a presentation
on renewable energy projects in the Army Reserve.
The Sandhills Clean Energy Summit is an initiative of Sustainable Sandhills, a non -profit
organization that promotes sustainability on and in the region surrounding Fort Bragg.
Now in its fourth year, the Sandhills Clean Energy Summit featured participants from
the State of North Carolina, North Carolina Sustainable Energy Association, University of
North Carolina at Pembroke, Fayetteville Public Works Commission, Fort Bragg Directorate
of Public Works, Duke Energy and Sierra Club.
Hanah Ehrenreich, Executive Director of Sustainable Sandhills, chose the Army Reserve
to join such an esteemed group of participants because the Command has developed a
far-reaching reputation for cutting-edge programs and notable accomplishments.
“The Sandhills region of North Carolina is a hub for military - led and community -led
sustainability planning,” she said. “The Army Reserve has demonstrated leadership in
sustainability that supports Army infrastructure, clean technology and mission readiness.”

story continues on the following page
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POWER TRIP
story continued from the previous page
Sustainable Sandhills has personal connections to the Army Reserve as well. When Wirt served as Chief of the
Environmental Management Branch at Fort Bragg’s Directorate of Public Works, his team was instrumental in the
development and implementation of Sustainable Sandhills as an integral part of the Installation’s sustainability
initiative. Brown was Development Director for the organization from December of 2007 until December of 2010.
For Wirt and Brown, the Sandhills Clean Energy Summit was a prime opportunity to impart the Army Reserve’s
successes, share its innovative approaches with a broad audience and build important partnerships with community
agencies.
“Energy and water are critical to nearly every aspect of the Army Reserve’s mission,” said Wirt. “Yet, we face many
threats to our resources. We must secure our energy and water assets, for now and for the future. Clean energy will
be a key component of our holistic initiatives as we push the Army Reserve toward true resilience and even energy
and water independence. We were pleased to share our energy and water visions with our colleagues at this event,
and we were especially honored to do so in the Fort Bragg community, which could be considered the ‘cradle of
sustainability’ for the entire Army.”
“Almost 800 Army Reserve Centers are located in communities across the country,” Brown added. “It is imperative
that we maintain strong relationships with community organizations such as Sustainable Sandhills to ensure that
we are good neighbors and stewards. These communities support the Army Reserve with Soldiers, their Families,
and their resources. We’re all ultimately striving to reach one goal: to be sustainable and resilient in the face of
ever-changing challenges. By sharing successes, lessons learned and expertise with each other, we are building
enduring relationships that benefit both the Army Reserve and the communities that we serve.”
At the Sandhills Clean Energy Summit, Addison “Tad” Davis introduced Wirt as the key note presenter. Davis is the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations and the Environment. He is also a founding
and current member of the Sustainable Sandhills Board of Directors.
Wirt and Brown discussed the Army Reserve’s energy and water initiatives, which will bolster the Command’s energy
and water security and enhance its readiness. According to Ehrenreich, the enterprise’s achievements and lessons
learned will also contribute to the cause of clean energy throughout the state of North Carolina.
“North Carolina has great capacity for solar, wind and biogas energy production,” she explained. “At the Clean
Energy Summit this year, we focused on the goal of 100 percent clean, renewable energy by 2050. The military
has directly experienced the benefits of implementing renewable technologies in garrisons, and their use of
renewable technologies has reduced and prevented security impacts across the globe. We were excited to learn best
management practices from the Army Reserve.”

To learn more about Sustainable Sandhills and their initiatives in the Fort Bragg, North Carolina region, visit
sustainablesandhills.org.
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CRUSHING IT

The Army Reserve
diverted 83 percent of
our construction and
demolition waste
in 2017, far exceeding
the federal goal

In October of 2015, the United States Army Corps of Engineers published directives for the deconstruction,
diversion and disposal of construction and demolition debris in the Engineering and Construction Bulletin
2015-19. The new guidance augments the Sustainable Design and Development Policy (December 16, 2013)
issued by the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Installations, Energy and Environment. The Sustainable Design and
Development policy emphasizes the steps necessary to increase sustainable construction and demolition waste
management practices at Army Installations and other locations. It states, “The Department of Defense Strategic
Sustainability Performance Plan requires that a minimum of 60 percent of construction and demolition waste be
diverted from the waste stream by fiscal year 2015, with the intent to achieve Net Zero Waste disposal in landfills in
the future. Therefore, projects that involve the removal of existing buildings or structures will evaluate the feasibility
of deconstruction and salvage rather than conventional demolition and will implement deconstruction wherever
markets or on-site reuse opportunities exist or are anticipated.” The policy applies to all Army -funded construction
activities on Army Installations and sites.
The directive provides steps for evaluating (a) deconstruction feasibility, (b) implementation of deconstruction and
(c) construction and demolition waste reporting requirements.

story continues on the following page
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(a) FEASIBILITY OF DECONSTRUCTION ANALYSIS
Engineering and Construction Bulletin 2015-19 states, “... deconstructing buildings and structures to recover
materials can significantly reduce demolition waste.” When deconstructing a building, a contractor removes
the greatest amount of materials, components and products that are intact and suitable for reuse or recycle.
When material is reused, it is used for its intended purpose. For example, a door or window would be used as
a door or a window. Projects involving the removal of buildings or structures should consider the following in a
deconstruction feasibility analysis ...
• Building structure and construction type ... Does the structure’s construction allow for disassembly and
		recovery?
• Building contents, condition and suitability for reuse ... Are the building contents and components in suitable
		 condition to be captured for reuse?
• Project scope ... Are the building’s square footage, contract amount and quantity of reusable materials
		 appropriate by industry standards for the location and specific requirements?
• Project schedule ... Does the identified timeline for deconstruction avoid interference with other project
		tasks?
• Markets and industry capabilities ... What resources and services are available to accomplish the
		 deconstruction contract requirements?
(b) DECONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION
Projects selected for deconstruction shall divert a minimum of 60 percent of construction and demolition
waste and should consider the following ...
• Consider alternate project delivery methods that will satisfy cost and diversion requirements.
• Perform outreach to industry to better inform them on the deconstruction opportunities and the Army’s
		 deconstruction and material recovery preferences.
• Consider qualifications in the application process that are essential to successful deconstruction projects.
• Ensure contract provisions will ensure a deconstruction approach.
• Ensure technical provisions are consistent with a deconstruction approach.
(c) REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Project managers overseeing new construction projects, major renovations, facilities reductions or other
demolition projects shall report construction and demolition waste activities to the designated Installation
point of contact for data entry into Solid Waste Annual Reporting, Web-Based (SWARWeb). Reporting
requirements include:
• The quantity of waste generated, diverted and disposed by landfill
• Date, identification and project location information of each diversion or disposal transaction
• Explanation of disposals, and
• Documentation of all diversion and disposal costs
Army Reserve Commands are required to report bi-annually construction and demolition debris disposal, reuse
and recycling transactions via the SWARWeb system. To ensure complete and accurate reporting, the Army
Reserve Installation Management Directorate is working with the Army Corps of Engineers to implement these
reporting guidelines into project contracts and existing policy documents, such as the Unified Facilities Guide
Specifications 01-74-1 (January 2007). “The intent is to ensure that copies of construction and demolition disposal
and diversion reports produced by contractors are ultimately provided as contract deliverables to the designated
points of contact for SWARWeb,” said Tyrone Cook, Army Reserve Solid Waste Program Coordinator.

Story contributed by Tyrone Cook, Army Reserve Solid Waste Program Coordinator
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HOT

SHOTS

The prescribed burn program is on fire – quite literally – at Fort McCoy, Wisconsin.
Several prescribed burns have already taken place at Fort McCoy in 2018, including recent large-scale burns at areas on
both North Post and South Post, said Charles Mentzel, the Fort McCoy Forestry Technician who oversees the prescribed
burn program.
Personnel with the Fort McCoy Directorate of Emergency Services Fire Department; Directorate of Public Works
Environmental Division Natural Resources Branch; Directorate of Plans, Training, Mobilization and Security; and the
Colorado State University Center of Environmental Management of Military Lands, under contract with the post, coordinate
each prescribed burn at the Installation.
Mentzel said that being able to start the prescribed burn season in February of 2018 was helpful.
“The early season was terrific,” Mentzel said. “We try to get started as soon as the snow, weather and fuel conditions allow us
to get going. With all the precipitation last year, the grasses grew well all summer. This spring, there is a lot of fuel to burn.
Recent snowfall has stalled our efforts, but we expect to burn again when the conditions allow us.”
In fall of 2017, post personnel were able to complete prescribed burns into early December, as conditions were favorable.
That late season work helped get ranges and training areas ready for Operation Cold Steel and other training that started
in early 2018.

story continues on the following page
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“We wanted to be ready with Operation Cold Steel taking
place again for the spring, so we wanted to get as many range
acres burned prior to the spring,” Mentzel said. “If we hadn’t
completed those burns last year, many wildfires could have
occurred this spring, and training has to be delayed if there is a
fire.”
“We attempted to burn in late October when the conditions
allowed us. However, we had not had a killing frost yet, and
the grasses still held too much water, so the burns were
incomplete,” Mentzel said. “We thought we had missed our
opportunity, but then we got lucky during Thanksgiving week
when conditions dried out almost better than in the spring. We
burned for four straight days the last week of November and on
December 1 and completed many ranges, including the whole
northern impact area, thus allowing Cold Steel to train without
delay this spring.”
Prescribed burns also improve wildlife habitat, control invasive
plant species, restore and maintain native plant communities, and
reduce wildfire potential, Mentzel said.
“By burning the ranges, where wildfires may typically start at Fort
McCoy, we remove the fuel so that they cannot start,” Mentzel
said. “Prescribed burns benefit the environment in many ways and
are one of the tools we can use on a large scale to improve our
[natural] habitat.”

UP IN THE AIR
Air quality can impact our health as well as our
environment. Do you know the ‘color’ of your
air? The United States Environmental Protection
Agency measures air quality based on the daily
concentrations of five major air pollutants
including ground -level ozone, sulfur dioxide,
particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide and carbon
monoxide. The EPA’s Air Quality Index provides
a report of air quality conditions, their potential
effects and practices that will mitigate those
effects. The Index has a scale that rates local air
quality in one of six categories. Learn more at
airnow.gov.

Prescribed burns will likely continue into late spring as
conditions allow, then will pick up again in the fall, Mentzel said.

0 to 50 is Good
Air quality is healthy, and pollution
poses no risk

Story contributed by the Fort McCoy Public Affairs Office and the
Fort McCoy Forestry Office, from the April 13, 2018 edition of The
Real McCoy

51 to 100 is Moderate
Air quality is acceptable, and pollution may
pose a minor threat to sensitive groups
101 to 150 is Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups
Air quality is unhealthy for sensitive
groups, children and the elderly
151 to 200 is Unhealthy
Air quality is poor, and pollution may
effect everyone to some degree
201 to 300 is Very Unhealthy
Air quality is poor, and pollutants may cause
serious health impacts for sensitive groups
301 to 500 is Hazardous
Air quality is poor, and pollutants may create
serious health impacts for the entire population
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TIMBER!

The spring of 2018 at Fort McCoy, Wisconsin
has been active with timber harvests.
Several private companies are harvesting red
pine, jack pine, aspen and red maple trees in
training areas B-29, C -1, D-6, D-10 W and
M -7, as well as Pine View Recreation Area and
the cantonment area.
Charles Mentzel, Forestry Technician with the
Fort McCoy Directorate of Public Works, said
that the harvests will be advantageous to the
Installation for many reasons.
Many of the timber harvests will improve the
accessibility of training lands and the visibility
of range targets. Some harvests will bolster
the safety of the recreational trails on the
Installation, while other harvests will enhance
post security.
The timber harvests will have environmental
benefits, too. By thinning the forests, Fort
McCoy will reduce competition among the
trees and open the canopy, creating a prime
habitat for their future woodlands.
Annual timber sales are administered by
the Omaha District of the United States
Army Corps of Engineers by sealed bid,
said James Kerkman, Fort McCoy Forester.
Revenues from the timber sales go into an
Army -wide forestry account and eventually
fund forestry projects at Fort McCoy.
The timber harvests also avoid the costs
associated with the removal of individual trees.
“From a forestry perspective, our mission here,
first and foremost, is to serve the Army and
create training environments that better serve
our Soldiers who support future missions in
defense of this country,” Mentzel said.

Adapted from a story contribued by Scott
Sturkol, from the April 13, 2018 edition of The
Real McCoy.
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MAY 2018
SENIOR COMMANDER/GARRISON COMMANDER CONFERENCE
SENIOR SUSTAINABILITY COUNCIL
Wednesday and Thursday, May 2 and 3
INTEGRATED STRATEGIC AND SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING - LINE OF EFFORT SESSION
FORT HUNTER LIGGETT AND PARKS RESERVE FORCES TRAINING AREA, CALIFORNIA
Wednesday to Friday, May 9 to 11
ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP FORUM
Thursday, May 10
SOLID WASTE MANAGERS’ TELECONFERENCE
Wednesday, May 16
NATIONAL BIKE TO WORK DAY
Friday, May 18
MEMORIAL DAY FEDERAL HOLIDAY
Monday, May 28
ENERGY AND WATER MANAGERS’ TELECONFERENCE
Wednesday, May 30

JUNE 2018
WORLD OCEANS DAY
Friday, June 8
ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP FORUM
Thursday, June 14
NATIONAL POLLINATOR WEEK
Monday to Sunday, June 18 to 24
INTEGRATED STRATEGIC AND SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING - INITIAL SITE VISIT
FORT BUCHANAN, PUERTO RICO
Monday and Tuesday, June 25 and 26
ENERGY AND WATER MANAGERS’ TELECONFERENCE
Wednesday, June 27
All events and dates are subject to change without prior notice. No federal endorsement of non-Department
All calendar
dates
and events
are subjectin
tothis
change
without notice.
of Defense agencies, their
products
or services
mentioned
publication
is intended.
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MANEUVERS

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY IS TUESDAY, JUNE 5
This year’s theme is ‘Beat Plastic Pollution,’ such as drinking straws

